


About Us

Roaming Networks is one of the leading system integration companies in the ICT field in in the Balkan region with
company HQ in Serbia.

We provide professional consulting, design, implementation, integration and maintenance services in the fields of radio
communications, passive optical networks and access systems, ICT infrastructure and data centers, life safety, security,
automation and building management systems and e - Mobility.

In recent years we have built a strong presence in the markets of Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Austria and
Germany.

As our business has grown, so has our team: at the end of 2013 the Roaming Networks Group employed 67 staff; in 2015
this increased to 243 and today we number more than 800 employees.

Our revenues have increased more than tenfold over the past three years. We have partnership with over 15 global firms. By
steadily developing and growing we strive to strength our presence in Balkan region and expand in new markets in Europe
and USA.





SERVICES



Radio Communications

We deliver turn-key solutions and services, including planning, construction and maintenance of access networks covers the 
installation, implementation and maintenance of radio access networks, as well as the construction of base stations and 
antenna towers. We offer network management services and radio networks optimization (drive tests and post-measurement 
report generation), as well as OMC services. The design of access networks implies the design of telecommunication 
facilities, which includes the development of architectural and construction, electrical and telecommunication projects. 
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Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems

We deliver turn-key solutions and services, including design, construction and maintenance of fiber-optic and copper-based
FTTx access and backbone networks, comprising of all steps from conceptual design to usage permit, including all
necessary construction and installation works and equipment delivery.
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ICT Infrastructure and Data Center

We provide clients with turnkey services and solutions in various IP network domains, including design, integration,
maintenance and consulting services. We cover the entire portfolio of Data Center, Enterprise, ISP and Mobile IP
infrastructure, with experience in multi-vendor environments. We offer our services to large companies, as well as to users
from middle and SOHO domains.

We offer our knowledge and services on projects related to data centers, including design of enterprise IT infrastructure,
planning, delivery of equipment, implementation and supervision of data centers (servers, data storage, virtualization,
infrastructure recovery solutions and resumption of operation after unforeseen events, cloud services), technical support
and maintenance and management services.

We provide complete installation, testing and commissioning, maintenance, active and passive duty, as well as technical
support to clients in the areas of different transport networks (DWDM/OTN and SDH).
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Life Safety, Security, Automation and 
Building Management Systems

Within Roaming Networks Security we provide our clients with turnkey Life Safety, Security, Automation and Building
Management Systems Solutions. Our expert team offers risk assessment, planning, design, implementation, and
maintenance of security systems.
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e–Mobility

We have expanded our portfolio of services with new offers in the field of e-Mobility. We provide complete solutions for 
charging electric vehicles, from compact, high-quality wall-mounted AC chargers, reliable DC fast chargers, to innovative 
charging systems for electric buses, as per the clients’requests. We offer professional consulting, design, implementation, 
integration and maintenance services. We partner with leading global equipment manufacturers and we guarantee the 
highest level of quality to our clients, while during implementation, we put emphasis on the specifics and needs that the 
client, depending on the industry he operates in, requests.  
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STAFF



“Engineer of the Future“

What to expect after completing professional education?

All students which successfully accomplish two months of
professional education will gain valuable knowledge and
experience for the further career development. Students who
are evaluated as best performers during professional education
will get an opportunity to become employees of Roaming
Networks and develop their carriers in highly educated
environment and challenging projects at Roaming Networks
locally and abroad.

Staff

Steering a multinational company requires our management to have common positions about many challenges, and to act
together to attain all of our firm’s goals.

Roaming Networks has grown to a more than 800 employees, 21 top managers, 206 graduate highly skilled engineers, more
than 210 experienced technicians and riggers and more than 192 employees who have passed “Engineer of the Future“
program.



DIVISIONS, DEPARTMENTS 
& SECTIONS



1. Technical Division

The Technical Division employs skillful engineers and technicians, dedicated specialists whose hard work and constant
attention to professional development make them invaluable in executing clients’ requests to their utmost satisfaction.

• Division: Construction and Maintenance 
of Radio Communication

• Division: Planning, Construction and Maintenance 
of Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems

• Division: Planning, Construction and Maintenance 
of ICT Infrastructure and Data Center

• Division: Risk assessment, Planning, implementation, 
and maintenance of Life Safety, Security, Automation 
and Building Management Systems



2. Network Operations Center

Roaming Networks provides services to clients related to 
the planning, support and commissioning of services for 
various networks.

Our goal is to ensure high availability and high-
performance services within existing network resources 
for our clients.

There are two services within the NOC Service:  

Services for network planning (Back Office) are
responsible for the design of access, transport networks
and network backbone, integration analysis and
management of network components.

Services for ensuring the correct network operations
(Front Office) are in charge of fault management, trouble
reporting, escalation and troubleshooting, network
testing and business task management.



3. Digital Transformation Office

Digital Transformation Office has the creation of business excellence as its
primary objective. It deals with continuous improvement of business
operations and identification of critical processes, which need to be
optimized. The tendency and strategy of Roaming Networks is to introduce
the latest business tools to manage sales, finances, projects more easily
and more efficiently, all with the aim of complete and efficient project
organizing, rapid collaboration, information sharing, as well as
competitiveness and quality recognition by clients.

4. Finance Division

Finance Division consists of the Finance Section for the Balkan Region and
the Finance Section for the International Market. This organizational
structure enables efficient planning, management, and control of all
markets in which Roaming Networks operates. This Division is made up of
a young and promising team which, with its knowledge and skills in the
field of financial management, contributes to the development and, above
all, the stability of business.



6. Public Procurement Service

The Public Procurement Service is one of the most important links,
indispensable for successful business operations and achieving the
planned results. The main tasks of this sector are market analysis, public
procurement, administrative preparation of bids, which includes
cooperation of all sectors of our company in order to complete the
documentation and submit bids on time. Employees in this sector, in
addition to knowledge and skills, also possess speed, precision. Their
mistake at work is irreparable. Only complete dedication to work leads
them to success.

5. Business Control Sector

The growth and development of company led us to form a team that will
deal with business control. The Business Control Sector controls the data,
implementation and costs of projects. This Sector also performs proactive
control outside of project activities that can have a significant impact on
the achievement of the results of the whole company. The focus of this
Sector is the aspiration to achieve the adopted annual business goals of
the company, primarily from the financial aspect.



7. Human Resources Department Sector

Human Resources Department - aims at supporting our company’s constant
growth and expansion onto international markets. We believe that teaming
young telecommunication engineers with experienced senior colleagues
provides synergy that is energizing our company with infinite potential. We
are growing together with our staff as we invest in our employees with
positive attitude, knowledge and potential to work and learn along the
way.

8. Legal Department

Legal Department takes diligent care that our company business
operations are in line with all relevant regulations of both domestic and
foreign markets in which we conduct our business. Our legal team is
known for its vast knowledge, professionalism and the ability to meet
short deadlines and adapt to new requirements and terms of business, and
as such is recognized among our clients as well.



9. Logistics and Procurement Section

The Procurement and Logistics Department consists of three parts:
Procurement, Logistics and General Affairs Services. Within these services we
cover the following business segments: procurement, warehouse operations,
transport, fleet management, import and export operations, facility
maintenance, management of H&S equipment, management of instruments
and tools and other equipment needed for work. The task of the Procurement
and Logistics Department is to provide all necessary materials and
equipment, as well as to offer logistical support for smooth performance of
contracted work.

10. Marketing and Corporate Communications Department

Marketing and Corporate Communications Department continually strives to
enhance Roaming Networks’ corporate identity, both offline and online. The
company's brand is recognized as a symbol of professionalism equally at
home and abroad; in corporate events and public appearances we endeavor
to highlight all of the company’s values and the quality of its staff, as well as
our firm’s vision and mission.



CERTIFICATES
& LICENCES



ISO Certificates

• ISO 9001:2015

Quality Management System

• ISO 14001:2015

Environmental Management System

• ISO 45001:2018

Occupational Health and Safety Management System

• ISO 20000-1:2018

Information Technology – Service Management System

• ISO 27001:2013

Information Security Management System

• ISO 22301:2012

Business Continuity Management System



Employees Certificates

Huawei

• HCS Pre-sales Server

• HCS Field Server

• HCNA Storage

• HCIA Storage

• HCNA Routing and Switching

• HCS Field

NSN (Nokia)

• Small Cells

• NSN. IP Assessment for Geric IP & 
Packet Competence Service. Level 2

• hiG1600 Introduction

• SURPASS hiE9200:Softswitch OAM.

• EWSD Inovation Hardware. EWSD 
SSNC Operation and Maintenance. 
NetManager Administration.

• SRAL XD-SRA4 Field Installation and 
Commissioning

• EWSD Delta training V14-V17

• EWSD Delta training V10-V12

• 1350 OMS EML Operation and Maintenance

• ISA-ES16 Operation & Maintenance

• ISA-ES 1/4 Operation

• 1662 SMC Operation & Maintenance

• 1660 SM and 1650SMC Operation and 
Maintenance

• Operation and Maintenance Specialist for the 
Siemens System EWSD Certificate SN1152, 
SN1158, SN1157, SN1156

INFINERA (Coriant)

• hiT7080OAM, General Topics

• hiT7080OAM, SDH and Equipment Advanced 
Topics

• HiT 7300 and TNMS

• Certified Solutions Architect for XTM series



Employees Certificates

• Installation of Radio Cabinet

• Installation of Radio Antenna

• GSM RAN Signaling

• GPRS/EDGE Radio Dimensioning 
and Performance Workshop

• WCDMA Air Interface

• WCDMA RAN Tuning

• WCDMA RAN Operation

• LTE L14 Protocols and procedures

• SASN 14A (15B) on SSR 8000 Operation and Configuration

• SASN 14A (15B) Delta

• Aptilo Service Management Platform 

• (SMP) ALE

• Aptilo portal

Ericsson

• GSM RBS 2206/2207 Maintenance

• GSM BSC Operation

• GSM Radio Network Features

• Installation Course for 2202/2102

• RBS 2206/2106 Test & Maintenance 
Delta

• GSM RBS 2106/2206 Installation 
Verification 

• WCDMA RBS 3101/3202 Installation

• GSM RBS Commissioning

• WCDMA RAN W11 Node B 
Commissioning

• Mini Link TN R4/CN500 Installation

• Mini Link Installation



Employees Certificates

VMware

• VCP 6 - Data Center Virtualization

• VCP 6.7 - Data Center Virtualization

• VMware NSX Network Virtualization 
and Security

• VTSP - DV (Desktop Virtualization 5)

• VTSP - MO (Management Operations 5)

• VTSP - SDS (Software-Defined Storage)

• VTSP - SV (Server Virtualization 5)

• VTSP - BC (Business Cont inuity 5)

• VTSP – SV (Server Virtualization 2016)

• VSP – SV (Server Virtualization 2016)

Alcatel

• System Alcatel 1000 E10 OM

• Commissioning, O&M of the System
Alcatel 1540 Litespan

• Basic Practice on IP for Alcatel Networks

• Account Management and Opportunity

Keymile

• UMUX-SDH Applications

• Ethernet Applications

• XMC20 Fundamentals, TDM, SDH, CESoP

Primavera

• Primavera Enterprise P102, P106, PV

• Primavera Expedition E202, E203

NEC

• NEC MW installation

Cisco

• CCIE – Routing and switching

• CCNP – Routing and switching  

• CCNA - Routing and switching

Ceragon

• Evolution I&O&M IP10 I&O&M

Fujitsu

• PCSA-ESS System Architect

• PCSA-VBT System Architect

• ETE-LT install and maintain

• PY-SM server management 
with s erver view

• PY-VAL primargy system sales

• VS-SAL primeflex vShape

• ITISOL-SAL Fujitsu Integrated 
System Primeflex

• PY-SM-WBT Server management 
with Server view

• Expert Data Management

• Expert Advanced Client Solutions

• Expert Advanced Server Solutions

• Expert  Mobility Solutions

• Expert Virtual Client Computing

• Expert Workstation Certification

• Expert AllRound Server

• Expert Data Protection



Employees Certificates

Siemens

• SBS BR6.0 Commissioning

• BSS BR5.5->BR6.0 Delta Training

• PPS for Telekom Serbia

• SBS System Overview BR5.5

• SBS OAM Procedures BR5.5

• UTRAN Node B UMR2.0 Operation, 
Administration & Maintenance

• UTRAN RNC UMR2.0 Operation, 
Administration & Maintenance

• Operation and Maintenance Specialist 
for the Siemens System EWSD 
Certificate SN1152, SN1158, SN1157, 
SN1156, SN1155

Nutanix

• Platform Professional (4.5)

• SE Academy – NSEN

• Xpress- Selling

• Platform Professional (4.5)

• Sales Academy – NPSR

• SE Academy – NSEN

• Ibis Instruments

• Splicer FSM-50S

Schneider-Electric

• Trio Radio

• EWSD Delta Training V10-V12. 
Siemens 

• EWSD Delta Training V14-V17. 
Siemens 

• OM EWSD Innovation Hardware. 
EWSD SSNC

• SURPASS hiE 9200:Softswitch OAM

• Management with CMPro Software
VCT session 2

• Revolutionize with IP - online test 
(English)

• hiG1600 Introduction. 

• NSN IP Assessment for Generic IP & 
Packet Competence Service. Level 2

• Management with CMPro Software
VCT session 1 



Licences
Licences Serbia

• П150Е3

Design of electronic communications facilities and/or 
networks, systems, or means of communication of 
international or trunk importance

• П151Е3

Design of electronic communications facilities and/or 
networks, systems, or means of communication 
constructed across territories of multiple local 
authorities

• И111Е3

Performance of works on electronic communications 
facilities and/or networks, systems, or means of 
communication of international or trunk importance

• И141Е3

Making telecommunication networks and systems for 
public railway infrastructures with connections

• И150Е3

Performance of works on electronic communications 
facilities and/or networks, systems, or means of 
communication of international or trunk importance

• И151Е3

Performance of works on electronic communications facilities 
and/or networks, systems, or means of communication 
constructed across territories of multiple local authorities

Licences Montenegro 

• License for the preparation of technical documentation 
of low voltage telecommunication systems

• License for building of facilities of low voltage 
telecommunication systems

• Authorization for Technical security system installation

Licences Bosnia And Herzegovina 

• License for the preparation of technical documentation 
for telecom network projects and electro part of project

• License for building of facilities: electro part, 
installation of low voltage telecommunication and 
automation systems



Equipment

• Site Master (ANRITSU and AGILENT)

• PCTel Multi-Band Scanning Receiver

• ASCom TEMS Drive Tests equipment

• Nemo anite FSR1 scanner 

• Site Master ( JDSU JD 724C and INALTO) 

• Fieldfox RF analyzer 

• Thales 3011 Mobile + GPS Compass set

• 3Z RF Antenna Alignment Tool

We use cutting-edge testing and measuring equipment

• Splicer x6 (Fujikura, Sumitomo, INNO Instruments)

• OTDR x6 (Exfo FTB1, MaxTest)

• Jet Stream Cable Blowing machine

• JDSU MTS-6000a PDH/SDH/Ethernet tester

• MI-2124 Earth tester

• HST 3000 WB2 VDSL Tester JDSU

• Optical Laser Source and Power meters x3



RADIO COMMUNICATIONS



Telekom Srbija:

• Rollout – more than 350 GSM/3G/LTE BTS, pico repeaters and MW
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• Site survey, Technical solution, Main design - more than 250 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS

• Lora network – rollout more than 100 BS

• CW design and construction of new BS location

• First line maintenance 365/24/7

Telenor Serbia: 

• CW – construction of a new infrastructure for BS

• Updgarde and rollout GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS and MW 

VIP mobile Serbia:

• upgrade more than 300 UMTS/LTE BTS

• Design (site survey, technical solution, static calculation, as-built documentation)

References
Radio Communications



Nokia: 

• Telekom Srbija – swap and rollout more than 3000 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS and MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• First line maintenance (approx. 120 sites per year) 

• VIP Mobile Serbia – swap and rollout more than 1600 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS)
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• First line maintenance

• m:tel Banja Luka – swap and rollout more than 800 GSM/3G/LTE BTS and MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• Drive tests measuments, radio parameter analasys

References
Radio Communications



Ericsson:

• Telekom Serbia – swap and rollout more than 700 GSM/UMTS BTS and MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• VIP mobile Serbia – swap and rollout more than 50 MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• m:tel Podgorica – swap and rollout more than 200 GSM/UMTS BTS and MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• Drive tests measuments, radio parameter analasys

References
Radio Communications



Ericsson:

• T- HR Croatian Telekom – swap and rollout GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS sites
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation

Schneider:

• EPS Distribution – installation and implementation more than 200 sites
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation, Main telecommunication project)
• Installation and implementation of Trio Q Data Radios 
• Projects in the regions of cities : Sabac, Sremska Mitrovica, Valjevo, Ruma, Lazarevac, Zajecar

Ceragon:

• m:tel Banja Luka – swap and rollout more than 150 MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

ODS:

• Tower construction
• CW Design, site permits and CW

References
Radio Communications



Huawei:

• Telenor Serbia – swap BTS, phase I in Belgrade 
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation

• Tus Telekom Slovenia – modernization more than 70 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• Drive tests measuments, radio parameter analasys, RNO support

• Tele2 Croatia – modernization more than 850 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS
• OMC support: cell scripts preparation, commissioning, troubleshooting and monitoring
• Optimization: Parameters Transfer (mapping), Parameters Optimization, Monitoring and ensuring 

of the required performance

References
Radio Communications



Huawei:

• m:tel Banja Luka – swap and rollout more than 950 GSM/UMTS BTS 
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• Drive tests measuments, radio parameter analasys, RNO support

• m:tel Banja Luka – swap and rollout more than 80 MW links
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

References
Radio Communications



Huawei:

• Telenor Montenegro – swap and rollout more than 400 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• OMC support (cell scripts preparation, commissioning, troubleshooting and monitoring)
• Optimization (Parameters mapping, Parameters Optimization, Monitoring and ensuring of the required performance)
• Network operation center 365/24/7
• Drive tests measuments, radio parameter analasys, RNO support
• First line maintenance 365/24/7

• BH Telekom – swap and rollout more than 450 GSM/UMTS/LTE BTS
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• Drive tests measuments, radio parameter analasys, RNO support

References
Radio Communications



GERMANY

Nokia – SPL Tele GmBH:

• Telefonica – GU7a & GU7a 2020 project – network consolidation, swap and rollout over 300 LTE sites 
• Minor and major civil upgrades

• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• Deutsche Telekom - SRAN Rollout over 400 sites
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• Telefonica – Abbau project – dismantling over 500 sites
• Minor civil upgrades
• Dismantling telecomunication equipment

• DFMG – Deutsche Funkturm GmbH
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

Ericsson – SPL Tele GmBH:

• Deutsche Telekom - SRAN project - swap over 400 sites in Nürnberg region until the end of 2019
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

References
Radio Communications



AUSTRIA 

Nokia – SPL Tele GmBH :

• A1 Telekom Austria – swap over 3600 GSM/UMTS/LTE sites
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• A1 Telekom Austria – Modernisation of more then 1300 GSM/UMTS/LTE sites
• System modul and RF modul exchange

• A1 Telekom Austria – rollout over 2500 GSM/UMTS/LTE sites
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• A1 Telekom Austria – 5G Rollot over 120 sites
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

• A1 Telekom Austria – technical documentation over 5000 sites
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)

References
Radio Communications



AUSTRIA

ZTE – SPL Tele GmBH:

• Hutchison Drei Austria GmbH – swap over 1100 GSM/UMTS/LTE sites
• Design (site survey, technical solution, as-built documentation)
• Minor and major civil upgrades
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting
• Preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance

• Hutchison Drei Austria GmbH – BBU upgrade project 1500 sites
• Upgrade, exchange, and commissioning of BBU units on  more then  1500 sites

Huawei:

• T-Mobile Austria – modernization due spectrum re-farming over 2200 GSM/UMTS/LTE sites

• T-Mobile Austria – swap of 1400 UMTS sites

Kapsch

• Kelag Austria – Swap of analog to digital Tetra on 40 sites
• Swap of analog to digital Tetra BS

References
Radio Communications



BULGARIA

Nokia:

• M-Tel Bulgaria 
• SPRINT Bull Swap and LTE Rollout, sites 200
• SPRINT Carrier Aggregation, sites 200 

USA

Ericsson – T.C.E. LLC:

AT&T FNET – Lte 6C Rollout
• Minor and major antenna system upgrades for more than 150 sites
• Power plant Swaps
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting

Westchester Engineering Tower Mapping

AT&T
• Design (site survey and technical solution) of the AT&T antenna mounts

References
Radio Communications



USA

PJ Ford – Crown Castle Tower Mapping
• T-Mobile

• Design (site survey and technical solution) of the T-Mobile antenna mounts
• Verizon – Tower Mapping – Design (site survey and technical solution) of the T-mobile antenna mounts

Fullerton Engineering – American Tower Corporation Tower Mapping
• AT&T

• Design (site survey and technical solution) of the AT&T antenna mounts

Destek Engineering LLC – American Tower Corporation Tower Mapping
• AT&T

• Design (site survey and technical solution) of the AT&T and T-Mobile antenna mounts

Waterleafe International
• FAA - Federal Aviation Administration

• MW links - Installation, integration, optimization and troubleshooting

AVIAT Networks – MTSI
• First Responders Network 

• MW links - Installation, integration, optimization and troubleshooting

References
Radio Communications



USA

Crown Castle Tower – T.C.E. LLC

• T-Mobile – Lte upgrade and 5G rollout
• Minor and major antenna system upgrades for more than 50 sites
• Power plant Swaps
• Dismantling, Installation, implementation and troubleshooting of new radio and antenna systems

• Uniti Towers – T.C.E. LLC
• Raw Land Tower Site Construction
• Civil and Electric Service
• Tower Erection
• Line and Antenna installation

• Vertical Bridge Towers – T.C.E. LLC
• Raw Land Tower Site Construction
• Civil and Electric Service
• Tower Erection
• Line and Antenna installation

References
Radio Communications



PASSIVE OPTICAL NETWORKS 
AND ACCESS SYSTEMS



SERBIA

• Telekom Serbia (implementation of copper and fiber optic networks)

• Vip mobile (design, implementation and maintenance of fiber optic networks)

• Huawei (turnkey project for implementation of FTTx networks)

• Safe city project – implementation of CCTV in Belgrade 

• Elektrovojvodina (maintenance of fiber optic infrastructure)

• Sattrakt (implementation of fiber optic netoworks)

• PTT (equipment delivery, optical amplifiers and nodes)

• Elektrokosmet (equipment delivery and implementation of fiber optic)

• NOKIA (turnkey project for implementation of FTTx networks)

• CCCC (implementation of video survelionce and optical cable on highway)

• Strabag (implementation of cooper and optical cables)

• SMATSA (implementation of copper and fiber optic networks)

• Supernova – (Delivery of equipment and implementation of HFC and GPON network)

• MTTT (implementation of TK infrastructure for project for connecting schools)

• CRSC (implementation of TK infrastructure for Modernization of railway BG-Stara Pazova)

References
Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems



MONTENEGRO
• Mtel Podgorica (design, implementation and maintenance of fiber optic networks)

• CEDIS (implementation of fiber optic networks)

• RDC - implementation of fiber optic networks

• Montenegroairlines (installation of fiber optic cables)

• Vetropark Krnovo (installation of fiber optic cables)

• Fibercom (delivery of fiber optic equipment)

• T-com Montenegro (design, implementation of FTTH network)

• CRBC (highway Bar–Boljare)

• Fiber optic for TS Podvrh

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
• Mtel Banja Luka (design, implementation and maintenance of fiber optic networks)

• Huawei (turnkey project for implementation of FTTx networks – Doboj region)

• Mtel Banja Luka (turnkey project for implementation of FTTx networks – Zvornik region)

• Alumina (implementation of fiber optic netoworks)

References
Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems



DENMARK

Huawei: 
• TDC Telecom (GigaCoax – design, implementation, modernization of HFC – Docsis 3.0 fix network)

AUSTRIA
• Province of Lower Austria (low level design for FTTH netorks)

GERMANY

SPL Tele GmBH: 
• Fiber deployment projects in the region of Bavaria 

• Deployment of FTTx infrastructure in context with Germany’s broadband initiative

EWE AG:
• Fiber deployment project in the city of Bokel

• Planinning
• Construction works
• Telecomunication works

References
Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems



SWN Stadtwerke Neumünster:
• Fiber deployment project in the city of Tellingstedt

• Construction works
• Telecomunication works

OMAN
• OBC (design and implementation FTTH underground and areal networks)

Croatia

• RUNE (implementation of FTTH underground and areal networks in rural areas)

• Ericsson Nikola Tesla (Design of FTTH underground and areal networks in rural areas)

USA
• Ericsson – construction of FO link to the RBS. Implementation of 2.500 ft 4” PVC 40 conduit with 2 units of

1.25’’ innerduct, pull box, mule tape, 4 MH (30” x 48” x 36”) and FO cable

References
Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems



USA
• Verizon – 5G Small cell project - implementation on 10 locations Fiber deployment project in the city of Tellingstedt

• Horizontal directional drilling (boring) ~ 2.000 ft.
• Placing of HH – 10 pcs.
• Old pole removal, pole base drill, new pole install – 5 pcs.
• Grounding, conduit, FO cable and wire running
• Concrete testing

• Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge – design and implementation of local underground FO network.
• Horizontal directional drilling (boring) and trenching ~ 13.000 ft.
• Placing of HH – 26 pcs.
• Placing of FO cable – 19.000 ft.
• Conduit 4’’ HDPE and 4'' 3 cell maxcell innerduct with tracer ~ 13.000 ft.
• Implementation of passive termination equipment (termination boxes, FO pattch panels,...)
• Splicing, testing and measurements

• City of Wassau, WI – design and implementation of local underground FO network.
• Horizontal directional drilling (boring) and trenching ~ 21.000 ft.
• Placing of HH – 10 pcs.
• Placing of FO cable – 22.000 ft.
• Conduit 2’’ HDPE ~ 21.000 ft.
• Implementation of passive termination equipment (termination boxes, FO pattch panels,...)
• Splicing, testing and measurements

References
Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems



USA

• City of Ames, IA (actual bid) – design and implementation of local aerial and underground FO network.
• Horizontal directional drilling (boring) and trenching ~ 2.600 ft.
• Placing of HH – 4 pcs.
• Placing of FO cable (underground and aerial) – 5.000 ft.
• Conduit 2’’ HDPE and 2’’ PVC sch 40 ~ 2.600 ft.
• Splicing, testing and measurements

• City of Urbandale, IA (actual bid) – design and implementation of local underground FO network.
• Horizontal directional drilling (boring) and trenching ~ 5.500 ft.
• Placing of HH – 5 pcs.
• Placing of FO cable – 6.500 ft.
• Conduit 2’’ HDPE ~ 5.500 ft.
• Splicing, testing and measurements

• City of Titletown, WI (actual bid) – design and implementation of local aerial and underground FO network.
• Horizontal directional drilling (boring) and trenching ~ 10.000 ft.
• Placing of HH – 15 pcs.
• Placing of FO cable (underground and aerial) – 22.000 ft.
• Conduit 2’’ HDPE ~ 10.000 ft.
• Placing of trace wire, pull rope,...
• Splicing, testing and measurements

References
Passive Optical Networks and Access Systems



ICT INFRASTRUCTURE
AND DATA CENTER



Telekom Serbia

Huawei, Infinera, Nokia:
• MiniIPAN/MSAN/DSLAM installation of access equipment nationwide

• Installation and commissioning of DWDM equipment for nationwide transport network

• Technical support for maintenance of DWDM equipment

EPS (Electric Power Industry of Serbia)

Huawei:
• Delivery installation and implementation of DWDM equipment for nationwide transport network

• 24/7 Managed service of monitoring and maintenance of DWDM transport network

• Technical support for maintenance of DWDM transport network

Nokia:
• Technical support for maintenance of SDH transport network

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



Elektromreža Srbije (Serbian transmission system)

Infinera (Coriant),  ABB (Keymile):
• Delivery and installation of SDH equipment for nationwide transport network
• Technical support for maintenance of SDH equipment
• Delivery and installation of PDH multiplexer equipment (ongoing project)
• Delivery, installation and implementation of DWDM equipment for nationwide transport networks

Wind park projects

Infinera,  ABB:
• Delivery and installation of PDH multiplexer and SDH equipment
• Technical support for maintenance of PDH and SDH equipment

Ministarstvo trgovine, turizma i telekomunikacija –AMRES 
(Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications)

Huawei:
• Delivery, installation and implementation of DWDM equipment for nationwide transport network
• 24/7 Managed service of monitoring and maintenance of DWDM transport network
• Technical support for maintenance of DWDM transport network

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



SIOL d.o.o. Beograd (Telekom Slovenije subsidiary)
• Maintenance for nationwide telecommunication network

Serbian Railways
Huawei:

• Installation and implementation of DWDM/SDH equipment (ongoing project)

Orange Poland
Infinera:

• Support for implementation of DWDM of SDH equipment 

mts d.o.o. 

Huawei:
• MSAN/DSLAM/IPAN installation and implementation of access equipment

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



m:tel Banja Luka 

Huawei:
• MSAN/DSLAM/IPAN installation of access equipment nationwide

• Installation and implementation of DWDM equipment

Nokia:
• ISAM installation of access equipment nationwide

• Installation and implementation of DWDM equipment for nationwide transport network

CGES – Montenegrin Electric Transmission System

Nokia:
• Technical support for maintenance of SDH transport network

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center

EPS ODS 

Cisco:
• Delivery, installation and implementation of active networks equipment
• Technical support
• 24/7 Managed services of monitoring and maintenance 

Pošta Srbije

Cisco: 
• MPLS Network renovation
• Design, test and implementation new MPLS routers

Mei Ta Europe Industries Barič

Huawei: 
• Delivery, installation and implementation of active networks equipment
• 24/7 Managed services of monitoring and maintenance 
• Technical support



Roaming Group Headquarter

Huawei: 
• Data centar design, implementation, 24x7 managed service

• Enterprise office network: LAN, Wifi, FW

Bank of China

Huawei: 
• Security  renovation 

• Design, implementation and 24x7 maintenance

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



Mining Area Kolubara

Cisco:
• Delivery, installation active network equipment

• NGFW solution

• 24/7 Managed services of monitoring and maintenance 

MTEL Montenegro

Radwin:
• WiFi solution for Internet access on beaches

• Voucher used registration

• Technical support

• 24/7 Managed services of monitoring and maintenance 

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



Elektrodistribucija Beograd 

Cisco:
• Conceptial design of MPLS solution

• Present and future services analysis

• Design of modern and robust network

Telefonika Germany

Various vendor:
• Link and resource planning

• Technical support

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



MTS d.o.o.

Huawei: 
• MPLS Network design and Implementation 

National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia

Huawei: 
• Security and WiFi Network renovation 

• Design, implementation and 24x7 maintenance 

Office for IT – National Data Center

VMware, Cisco, Check Point: 
• Establishing New Government Cloud 

• Design, implementation, migration and 24x7 maintenance

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



USA - Griffith Foods

Cisco: 
• Delivery, installation and implementation of active network equipment

• Technical support

m:tel Banja Luka

Nokia: 
• MPLS Network design and Implementation 

SMATSA - DIVOS

Cisco:
• Delivery and technical support

Fujitsu:
• Delivery and technical support

Netapp:
• Delivery and technical support

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



Ministry of finance - State Lottery of Serbia

HP: 
• Delivery, help with installation and implementation of active network equipment (switches)

Check Point:
• Delivery, help with installation and implementation of active network equipment

Wind Power Plant Kovačica

Huawei:
• Delivery, installation and implementation of firewall

• Technical support

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



• Sberbank Serbia (Primary and DR storage solution)

• Implementation of new data storage and network equipment

• Elektroprivreda Srbije (Virtualization of Data Centres - High-End storage solution)

• Administration of all storages with centralized management software

• Efficient use of storage capacity - investment savings

• Accelerations of the performance of existing and future system storages

• Online migration to a new virtualized system

• Complete compatibility - virtualization solution for all vendors and storage models, entry-level, mid-range or high-end

• Asynchronous Disaster Recovery (DR) solution at two primary locations

• Expanding the capacity of existing and new high-end storages of the OceanStor 18500v3 system

• Backup solution on another storing systems

• Migration and new space for the virtual machines, email, "core" services and data migration from the old existing systems

• Creating Active-Active, Active-Passive Data Structures

• Serbian National Data Center

• Delivery of the whole virtualization platform

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



• Enetel Solutions

• Data Center and computer network

• Roaming Solutions

• Data Center and computer network

• JKP Infostan tehnologije

• Data Centar – Design/implementation hardware and virtual infrastructure solution for two site
(primary and backup)

• Ministry of finance – State Lottery of Serbia

• Data Centar – Design/implementation hardware and virtual infrastructure solution for two site
(primary and backup)

• EMS – Elektromrežа Srbije

• High-end virtualization storage solution

• Efficient use of storage capacity - investment savings

• Accelerations of the performance of existing and future system storages

• Migration to a new virtualized system

• Complete compatibility - virtualization solution for all vendors and storage models, entry-level, mid-range or high-end

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



• Tehnomanija

• Data Center and computer network

• Republički fond PIO Srbije (Network resource expansion)

• Implementation of new network equipment

• Telekom Srbija

• TK Centar Belgrade, delivery of the equipment and installation of the low voltage supply system

• m:tel Banja Luka

• Primary Data Center, delivery and implementation of complete power supply system and system for distribution

of electric power

• m:tel Podgorica

• Complete adaptation of Data Center Niksic

• Dominion Voting

• Implementation all flash Pure storage solution on primary Data Center

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



• MTS Zvečan

• Data center physical infrastructure turnkey solution

• Mitas Tyres

• Data center physical infrastructure turnkey solution

• Južni izgradnja

• Modular UPS, Data Center infrastructure

• Mei Ta

• Data Center and computer network

• Data Center physical infrastructure, power supply solution

• Telekom Serbia

• Power supply systems

• Bank of China
• UPS system

• Serbian Ministry of defence
• DSLAM, KFE

• Contact Service
• Power supply systems

References
ICT Infrastructure and Data Center



LIFE SAFETY, SECURITY, 
AUTOMATION AND BUILDING 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS



SERBIA

• “Milan Blagojevic Namenska”, Lučani AD – Video surveillance, Avigilon

• „PT Namenska”, Trestenik, Access control – Tripod Turnstiles, Gunnebo, Video surveillance, Dahua

• “MK Fintel Wind”, wind farm Košava – Access control, intruder alarm system with perimeter protection,
Honeywell + Optex - Video surveillance, Avigilon

• Airport ‘’Nikola Tesla – Building Management System, Schneider Electric

• Tunnel Brancici – All security / life safety systems , Bosch and 2N

• “General Electric”, wind farm Kovačica – Access control, intruder alarm with perimeter protection, Honeywell + Optex – Video
surveillance, Avigilon + HikVison – Fire detection system – Bosch

• Ada Mall – All security systems, Bosch

• Univerexport – All security systems – HikVision

• Trafo stations – Fire alarm, cctv and intrusion

References
Life Safety, Security, Automation and Building Management Systems



MONTENEGRO

• Hotel Karisma – All security systems Access control , Assa Abloy – Sound system, Ateis and Audac – Video surveillance, 

Dahua – Fire system, Esser by Honeywell – WiFi and switches, Ubiquity

• Sportski centar Moraca – Sound system and all security systems

• Sava Osiguranje headquarter Podgorica – All security systems

• Military facility Marko Miljanov Popovic, KN -18 & KN -19, Podgorica – All security systems

• NALL International headquarter Podgorica

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

• Mtel Banja Luka – Video surveillance, Milestone 

References
Life Safety, Security, Automation and Building Management Systems
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